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The Ascension brand is a reflection of our Mission. It is the lens through 
which our communities will get to know us by what they see, read and 
hear. The words and visuals we choose to represent Ascension help 
shape the perception of our care and caregivers. For that reason, we 
must ensure that the materials and experiences we create express a 
consistent and distinct identity across all touchpoints. 

Everyone involved in creating, producing or using elements of our 
organizational identity should follow these guidelines. This allows us to 
spread and safeguard the Ascension name and reputation across a wide 
range of marketing and communications activities, while maintaining 
one unified voice to represent our unified ministry.

Together we can support the fulfillment of our Mission, expand the reach 
of our message and further our reputation as leading the transformation 
of healthcare and serving those in need.

Introduction
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Introduction

Mission Rooted in the loving ministry of Jesus as healer, we commit ourselves 
to serving all persons, with special attention to those who are poor and 
vulnerable. Our Catholic health ministry is dedicated to spiritually centered, 
holistic care, which sustains and improves the health of individuals and 
communities. We are advocates for a compassionate and just society 
through our actions and our words.

Values We are called to:

• Service of the Poor— Generosity of spirit, especially for persons most 
in need

• Reverence—Respect and compassion for the dignity and diversity of life

• Integrity—Inspiring trust through personal leadership

• Wisdom—Integrating excellence and stewardship

• Creativity—Courageous innovation

• Dedication—Affirming the hope and joy of our ministry

Vision We envision a strong, vibrant Catholic health ministry in the United States 
that will lead to the transformation of healthcare. We will ensure service 
that is committed to health and well-being for our communities and that 
responds to the needs of individuals throughout the life cycle. We will 
expand the role of laity, in both leadership and sponsorship, to ensure a 
Catholic health ministry of the future.
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While all of us who serve as part 
of Ascension do not provide direct 
care to patients, we all live out our 
Mission as caretakers of our health 
ministry and its reputation.
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Ascension caregivers 
provide compassionate, 
personalized care for 
all, especially those who 
need it most.

Our promise is our pledge to our customers that focuses on the value 
we deliver.

Our promise
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Our behaviors

Personalizing care We customize care to the individual, 
based on a genuine interest in his or 
her well-being.

Collaborating across 
communities

We connect many different aspects of 
your health together through our work  
as a national, integrated network.

Serving with compassion We answer the call to help those in 
need, no matter who they are or what 
they believe. 

Embracing everyone We care for everyone, especially those 
who are struggling, affected by poverty 
or are vulnerable.

Core actions that demonstrate how we deliver on our promise for 
those we serve.

Please refer to our Brand Playbook for additional detail on our behaviors.
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Healing
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Respectful
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Inspiring
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Our voice

Healing We understand care to be about more than just curing. 
First and foremost, we are nurturers, there to serve  
and comfort, mending your spirit as much as your  
mind and body.

•  Address the whole person—mind, body and spirit— 
not just the ailment

•  Center around need—the patient’s, the family’s, the  
community’s—not only our understanding of a procedure  
or process

Respectful We begin every interaction with an empathic approach 
that translates to a deep understanding and respect for  
every individual, first as a person, then as a patient.  
We take the time, show the dedication and put in the  
effort, again and again.

•  Speak in approachable, understandable terms— 
not jargon or acronyms

•  Recognize the individual, listening and offering  
a personal touch

Inspiring Whatever the situation, we show a brightness of spirit 
that helps us all to meet every moment with courage and 
optimism. 

•  Focus on possibility and problem-solving

•  Open arms and minds by modeling grace and resilience

Captures our unique personality, which informs everything we write and 
say and reflects how those we serve hear us.
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Our reasons to believe and the results of upholding the Ascension 
promise every day, in every way.

A health system that is able to connect all 
aspects of your mind, body, and spiritual 
and emotional health and wellness

Recommends approaches that are based  
on a comprehensive picture of you as 
an individual

Caregivers who listen, understand, respect  
and act on your needs

Care with dignity for every stage of your life

Support and encouragement to uplift you

Our benefits
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Our brand platform

Our promise Ascension caregivers provide compassionate, personalized care  
for all, especially those who need it most.

Our behaviors Personalizing care

Collaborating across communities

Serving with compassion

Embracing everyone

Our voice Healing

Respectful

Inspiring

Our benefits A health system that is able to connect all aspects of your mind, 
body, and spiritual and emotional health and wellness

Recommends approaches that are based on a comprehensive 
picture of you as an individual

Caregivers who listen, understand, respect and act on your needs

Care with dignity for every stage of your life

Support and encouragement to uplift you

Summarizes the different elements that work in sync to capture the 
Ascension brand.



Logo
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Our Historic Sponsors chose the name “Ascension” 
because it invites us all to share in the healing ministry 
and implies hope and growth.

The name references an account in the Christian 
scriptures of when Jesus ascends to heaven and 
places his healing ministry into the hands of that early 
community, sending them forth to be vessels and 
instruments of transformation.

The Ascension logo is the primary symbol of our 
organization. It unifies us across businesses and 
geographies, and signals to the world who we are 
and what we stand for. Our logo reflects our Mission. 
Used consistently, it raises awareness and recognition 
of our commitment to and impact on innovative 
healthcare services.

The three colors in the symbol were chosen to 
represent the Christian trinity symbol, with green 
representing growth, blue for health and violet 
for compassion.

The integration of the “A” in Ascension with the trinity 
symbol forever links the two and allows us to tell the 
stories of commitment, compassion and growth of a 
health community.

The Ascension name and logo
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To help build our name and identity, always follow 
these guidelines when using the Ascension logo.

Lockup variations

Our logo comes in two lockup variations: vertical and 
horizontal. The vertical lockup is the primary version 
of our logo and should be used whenever possible. The 
horizontal lockup should only be used when the layout 
spacing requires a horizontal logo.

Color variations

Our logo comes in three color variations: full-color, 
solid white and solid black. The full-color version is 
preferred and should be used whenever possible.

The black and white versions of the logo are only 
intended for limited use. Use the solid black version 
when only black-and-white printing is possible. Use the 
solid white logo on dark backgrounds when contrast 
is insufficient for the full-color logo, or when color 
reproduction is not an option.

The one-color black logo may be used in other brand 
colors for one-color printing in extreme circumstances 
(e.g., a ministry brochure with a limited one-color print 
run that benefits from leveraging Ascension Blue).

Vertical lockup, full-color—primary use

Using the Ascension logo
Unified brand

Horizontal lockup, full-color—secondary use

Black and white—limited use

Black and white—limited use
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The Ascension emblem is simply the our trinity symbol 
with the embedded ‘A’ used on its own. Both it and 
the wordmark may be used by themselves in special 
circumstances such as endorsements, specialty items 
or promotional materials. They follow the same color 
usage guidelines as the logo illustrated on the previous 
page. The use of these elements requires approval 
through brand@ascension.org prior to use.

Emblem

The Ascension emblem may be used alone as an 
abbreviation of the full logo for special circumstances. 
However, the emblem must appear in context, but 
never adjacent to the full logo.

Wordmark

The Ascension wordmark may only be used on 
specialty items or promotional materials where there 
is insufficient space for the full logo.

Emblem—limited use

The Ascension emblem 
and wordmark

Wordmark—limited use

Black and white versions

Black and white versions

mailto:brand%40ascension.org?subject=
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To ensure the logo stands out on all communications, 
surround it with ample clear space at all times.

The diagrams on the right depict the minimum clear 
space associated with each of our unified brand 
logo assets.

Clear space

X

1.5X

1.5X

1.5X1.5X

X

1.5X

1.5X

1.5X1.5X

X

0.25X

0.25X

0.25X0.25X

X

1X

1X

1X1X

Clear space for the vertical lockup 
is equal to 1.5X, with X being 
the cap height of the wordmark 
“Ascension.”

Clear space for the horizontal lockup is equal 
to 1.5X, with X being the cap height of the 
wordmark “Ascension.”

Clear space for the Ascension 
emblem is equal to 0.25 times  
the height of the emblem.

Clear space for the Ascension 
wordmark is equal to the cap height  
of the wordmark.
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To make sure that the logo elements are always clear 
and legible, follow the minimum sizes for print and 
digital shown here.

Minimum size

Vertical lockup minimum size
Print: 0.5" high
Digital: 60px high

Horizontal lockup minimum size
Print: 0.25" high
Digital: 30px high

Emblem minimum size
Print only: 0.25" high

Wordmark minimum size
Print only: 0.125" high
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Our logo stands for who we are and should always 
reflect our unified, reputable organization. Following 
are examples of things to avoid. Refer to this page 
whenever using our logo to ensure consistency 
across our materials.

1. Don’t add a department name to the Ascension 
logo and/or invade the clear space to create a 
department logo lockup.

2. Don’t rotate the logo.

3. Don’t change the alignment of the emblem.

4.  Don’t alter the size relationship between the 
logo elements.

5. Don’t alter the emblem color.

6. Don’t crop the logo.

7.  Don’t add a drop shadow, bevel, glow or other 
special effect to the logo.

8.  Don’t place the full-color logo on a dark background. 
Always make sure there is sufficient contrast 
between the logo and background.

Things to avoid

Rehabilitation Services

1 2

3 4

5 6

7 8
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There might be situations where an affiliate partner 
allows the Ascension brand to be displayed on their 
marketing materials.

The Ascension logo should be positioned with ample 
clear space away from the affiliate logo. While the logos 
should be of equal visual weight, the Ascension logo 
and affiliate logo should never be positioned together.

Legal approval must be given to cobrand, as each 
affiliation agreement is unique.

Cobranding with 
an affiliate partner

Ascension logo Affiliate logo

Size relationship

Since 1957, LOURDES has stood at the 

forefront of cancer care in our community.

Now, we’re honored to have become a 

Cancer Network, a program of the MD 

Anderson Cancer Center.

As part of the #1 cancer center in the  

country, our unique partnership will 

deliver invaluable new resources to our 

cancer patients. No longer are we a single 

hospital in upstate NY delivering quality 

cancer care; we are now a part of the MD 

Anderson national network of physicians, 

oncologists and specialists who diagnose 

and treat nearly 30,000 new cancer cases 

a year.

That’s a tremendous amount of 
expertise… now available…right here… 
at LOURDES.

Changing the Way 
We Fight Cancer.

Since 1957, LOURDES has stood at the 

forefront of cancer care in our community.

Now, we’re honored to have become a 

Cancer Network, a program of the MD 

Anderson Cancer Center.

As part of the #1 cancer center in the  

country, our unique partnership will 

deliver invaluable new resources to our 

cancer patients. No longer are we a single 

hospital in upstate NY delivering quality 

cancer care; we are now a part of the MD 

Anderson national network of physicians, 

oncologists and specialists who diagnose 

and treat nearly 30,000 new cancer cases 

a year.

That’s a tremendous amount of 
expertise… now available…right here… 
at LOURDES.

Changing the Way 
We Fight Cancer.

Flyer

Web banner

Ascension logo 
similarly sized with 
affiliate logo and 
adequate space 
between logos.



Color
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Our simplified color palette has five colors. The three 
legacy colors—blue, green and violet—are found in our 
logo. The medium blue and gold were added to round 
out and brighten the color palette.

Usage

Use Ascension Blue only in our logo and for text in 
headlines or subheadings. The remaining colors can be 
used in the arch graphic and other graphic elements. 
Colors are not assigned to specific departments or 
Service Lines.

Refer to this page for the primary color specifications.

Color palette

Ascension Blue
Pantone 286
CMYK: 100/87/2/0
RGB: 27/66/151
HEX: #1b4297

Ascension Medium Blue
Pantone 285
CMYK: 90/48/0/0
RGB: 30/105/210
HEX: #1e69d2

Ascension Green
Pantone 3275
CMYK: 90/0/52/0
RGB: 0/167/145
HEX: #00a791

Ascension Violet
Pantone 248
CMYK: 42/100/0/0
RGB: 180/15/135
HEX: #b40f87

Ascension Gold
Pantone 7409
CMYK: 0/31/100/0
RGB: 255/180/0
HEX: #ffb400

White

CMYK: 0/0/0/0
RGB: 255/255/255
HEX: #ffffff

Black

CMYK: 0/0/0/100
RGB: 0/0/0
HEX: #000000

Primary palette

Logo and type only Type only
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Tints of the primary color palette may be used in 
certain situations. Apply it to the arch graphic, as 
explained on page 28.

Usage

•  When using tints of color, be sure to follow the 
specifications shown here.

• Always start with 100% of the color value.

•  The second step should be an 80% tint of the 
starting color.

•  The third step should be a 60% tint of the 
starting color.

Color tints

100%

CMYK 90-48-0-0
RGB 30-105-210
HEX #1e69d2

100%

CMYK 90-0-52-0
RGB 0-167-145
HEX #00a791

100%

CMYK 42-100-0-0
RGB 180-15-135
HEX #b40f87

100%

CMYK 0-31-100-0
RGB 255-180-0
HEX #ffb400

80%

CMYK 72-38-0-0
RGB 75-135-219
HEX #4b87db

80%

CMYK 72-0-42-0
RGB 51-185-167
HEX #33b9a7

80%

CMYK 34-80-0-0
RGB 195-63-159
HEX #c33f9f

80%

CMYK 0-25-80-0
RGB 255-195-51
HEX #ffc333

60%

CMYK 54-29-0-0
RGB 120-165-228
HEX #78a5e4

60%

CMYK 54-0-31-0
RGB 102-202-189
HEX #66cabd

60%

CMYK 25-60-0-0
RGB 210-111-183
HEX #c57bbc

60%

CMYK 0-19-60-0
RGB 255-210-102
HEX #ffd266

Ascension Medium Blue Ascension Green Ascension Violet Ascension Gold



Arch graphic
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The arch graphic is an integral part of 
our visual identity. It’s inspired by the 
Trinity symbol in our logo and uses 
various tints of color to create a glowing 
visual effect. It is very flexible and 
scalable, so it can be used across all 
brand touchpoints.

The use of the arch as a brand asset 
relies on three variables:

1. Color tints 

2. Layout placement using a 6x6 grid

3. Thickness of 1, 2 and 3 radiant bands

Keep in mind the arch graphic is not 
mandatory in all creative. It should be 
integrated in ways that do not distract 
a viewer from valuable content or feel 
arbitrarily decorative. 

Overview

Three tints of color, 3 bands 
wide

Two tints of color reversed Two tints of color, 2 bands 
wide, over an image

Reversed arch, 1 band wide, 
over an image

Radiant 
future

Radiant 
future

Radiant 
future Radiant 

future

Arch graphic used to bring attention to 
important resources, such as a location 
address, URL or individual contact 
information

Arch graphic used as a background 
treatment

Arch graphic used as a callout for 
quotes, statistics or other valuable 
content

Via Christi Health is now 
Ascension Via Christi
We want to give the best care possible. That’s why we are coming  
together as Ascension to offer a more diverse range of doctors and open up 
communications between caregivers across Wisconsin. By better connecting 
your care, we’re able to better care for you.

Holistic, person-centered care

Ascension Living provides support 
rooted in our Catholic beliefs to 
meet the physical, mental and spiritual 
needs of the seniors we serve.

• Administration on Aging |  aoa.org
   an overview on a variety of topics, programs 
   and services related to aging. 

• BrightFocus Foundation |  brightfocus.org
   dedicated to funding research on age-related 
   and degenerative diseases

12250 Weber Hill Road
St. Louis, MO 63127
314-729-3500 

Ascension Living

Compassionate,
personalized and
here for you
We want to give the best care possible. That’s why we are coming 
together as Ascension to offer a more diverse range of doctors and 
open up communications between caregivers across Wisconsin. By 
better connecting your care, we’re able to better care for you.

Better-connected care

By uniting under the Ascension name, the hospitals you know and 
trust are gaining access to even more resources to improve care. But 
don’t worry, the things you love about them aren’t going away.

What’s staying the same

 • Primary care doctors

 • Specialists

 • Hospital and clinic locations

 • Our commitment to making our communities stronger, 
healthier and better

What’s getting better

 • More diverse range of doctors and specialists

 • More streamlined care

 • Access to Ascension’s network of experts

getgreatcareatascension.org

“I truly 
believe that 
everyone has 
a true calling 
somewhere 
in their life.”

— Mary Ann Jones
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The arch graphic can be used with the four main 
colors of our color palette and a progression of tints.

The progression of the color tints for the arch 
graphic always remain the same: 100%, 80% and 
60%. They usually start with the darkest tint at the 
center and grow lighter with each layer. 

The exception to this rule is when the arch graphic 
is used with a white background. Here, the darkest 
tint is on the outside, followed by the 80% tint and 
then white (see right).

Color variations and tints

Three color tints

Two color tints and a white background

Radiant 
future
Compassionate 
care for all

60% tint

80% tint

100% color

Radiant 
future
Compassionate 
care for all

100% tint

80% tint

White
Medium blue

Violet

Green

Gold

News release



White to 60% white opacity
– Transparency opacity over photo

Radiant future
Compassionate care for all

Radiant future
Compassionate care for all
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The arch graphic can also be used over photography. 
This layering effect adds another dimension to the 
design, creating visual interest.

Usage

When used with photography, the arch graphic only 
uses two tints of color: 100% at the center and 60% 
multiply on the outside. The photo should bleed off all 
four sides of the design, with the arch graphic anchored 
in the bottom-left corner.

White

In some cases, you may use a white arch graphic over 
a photo. It’s applied similarly to a colored arch graphic, 
except there is no multiply layer. Instead, set the lighter 
color to a 60% opacity of white.

Contrast

When choosing photos, select images that ensure  
the visibility of the arch graphic. Lighter photos tend  
to work best, especially with the Gold version of the 
arch graphic.

Applying color tints with photography

100% to 60% opacity 
– Transparency multiplied  
over photo

Photo

100%

60% multiply effect 
of darker-color tint

60% opacity



The key arch placement

Align the base

The key arch is the center of the arch graphic, from 
which the bands emanate. Always align the base of 
the key arch with the bottom edge of the layout. It’s 
fine to align with the bleed because the .125” lost won’t 
measurably change the overall impression.

Using the 6-column grid

Our system uses a 6x6 grid based on document trim 
size. The point of the key arch should align with an 
intersection of grid line. For most applications, place 
the key arch tip no higher than halfway up the page, and 
1/6, 1/3 or centered across the page.  
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Key arch

Note: extreme horizontal layout may place the tip of the key arch beyond halfway up.
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This option shows the main arch with a single band 
emanating from it. This treatment works well: 

•  When paired with full-bleed photography. In this 
case, the main arch can have a brand color or white 
applied to it and overlay an image. 

•  With brand color in the extreme horizontal orientation.

The single-band arch graphic can be placed partially 
over a person’s face, as long as the face is recognizable. 
The arch graphic should never be positioned over 
photography in a way that would obstruct the clarity of 
the image.

Arch graphic with a single band

Single-layer treatment:
–Main arch + one band

Colored arch graphic on photo:
–Main arch + one band

Full-color arch graphic:
–Main arch + one band

White arch graphic on photo:
–Main arch + one band

Radiant future
Compassionate care for all

Radiant future
Compassionate care for all

Radiant 
future
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Two bands

This option shows the main arch with two bands 
emanating from it. This treatment works well: 

• With full-bleed photography. 

• With brand color. 

As bands radiate out from the main arch, they gradually 
grow larger. In other words, bands are set slightly wider 
apart as we move away from the main arch. 

The arch graphic should never be positioned over 
photography in a way that would obstruct the clarity  
of the image.

Arch graphic with two and three bands

Two-layer treatment:
–Main arch + two bands

Two-layer treatment on photo:
–Main arch + two bands

Two-layer treatment:
–Main arch + two bands

Radiant 
future
Compassionate 
care for all

Three bands

This option shows the main arch with three bands 
emanating from it. This treatment works well:

• With brand color.

•  In the extreme vertical or horizontal orientations with  
brand color.

The layers are set wide apart to add dynamism to the 
layout. This treatment is best suited for layouts with 
ample vertical space to show more of the arch graphic. 

The main arch with three layers should not be used 
with photography.

Three-layer treatment:
–Main arch + three bands

Three-layer treatment:
–Main arch + three bands

Three-layer treatment:
–Main arch + three bands

Radiant 
future
Compassionate 
care for all

Radiant 
future
Compassionate 
care for all

Radiant future
Compassionate care for all
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Always use the Ascension logo with the arch graphic. 
As a general rule, center it within the bottom shape. 

Be sure to consider the color contrast when choosing 
which logo variation to use. See right for which logo  
to use with the arch graphic.

Headlines and subtitles can overlay the bands, but 
limit the amount of content placed inside the key arch. 
Usually, only the logo will be in the arch. Do not add 
additional information that crowds the logo in key 
arch area. Occasionally a pull-quote, call-to-action 
or contact info can rest in the key arch if the logo is 
elsewhere in the layout.

Logo placement within 
the arch graphic

Use the full-color logo on a white 
section of the arch graphic.

To ensure legibility, use the black 
logo when using the Gold three-tint 
version of the arch graphic.

In most cases of the three-tint 
version of the arch graphic, use the 
white logo.
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The primary use of the arch graphic is with the four 
main colors of our color palette.

In special cases where the color space is limited 
to black and white, the white version of the arch 
graphic may be used over a 20% fill of black, or over 
photography.

Do not use the arch over dark black or grey fills. 
Ensure photography underlaying the arch is tonally 
light and uncluttered.

Greyscale usage

A legacy of caring
Thanks to all those who join us in caring  
for those most vulnerable.

A legacy of caring
Thanks to all those who join us in  
caring for those most vulnerable.
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Avoid these misuses of the arch graphic:

1. Don’t use colors that are off-brand.

2.  Don’t use more than three levels in the arch graphic.

3.  Don’t use more than one color and its 
associated tints.

4. Don’t rotate the arch graphic.

5. Don’t cover a whole photo with the arch graphic.

6.  Don’t use the arch graphic as a frame, as it leads to 
an uncomfortable crop of the image.

7.  Don’t crop the arch graphic into a narrow vertical or 
horizontal space.

8.  Don’t try to fit additional information into the arch 
with the logo.

9. Don’t use the arch graphic to create a pattern.

Things to avoid

Radiant
future
Compassionate care for all

Radiant
future
Compassionate care for all

2016
Annual Report

Radiant
future
Compassionate care for all

2016
Annual Report

2016
Annual Report

1 2 3
Radiant
future
Compassionate care for all

Radiant
future
Compassionate care for all

2016
Annual Report

Radiant
future
Compassionate care for all

2016
Annual Report

2016
Annual Report

4 5 6

We’re pleased to announce some important changes to how we
communicate to associates about their Ascension benefits. This email is
one of the first examples of our new approach and overall look and feel.
Next week (TBD) the benefits section of the associate portal will be
updated to reflect this as well, in addition to a new, streamlined structure
—all with the goal of improving the associate experience.

These e orts involve more than just “window dressing,” so we wanted to
share what’s behind these changes, give you some perspective and
perhaps shed light on the significance for our organization.

Why it’s important
Our industry continues to undergo tremendous change, and we’re all
aware of the changes within our organization as well, as we’ve worked
to streamline systems and programs to truly become One Ascension.
Since much of that work has been completed as it relates to associate
benefits, the time is right to shift our focus to communicating about
them, and in a way that helps to convey the true value of working for
Ascension.

myAscension benefits will be the platform we’ll use to consistently
show associates how their benefits support them in all aspects of
their life. It’ll provide a visually unified look and feel for benefits
communication and news, so associates can easily identify important
information and act upon it, if needed.

It’ll help us tell a consistent story to new and future associates as well—
that our benefits program is one way we demonstrate our commitment
to providing a work environment where people feel valued for who they
are and what they do.

How you can help
We’ve attached a flier for you to print and post in your breakrooms
or o ce areas announcing the portal’s new and improved benefits
section. Together we can let associates know our goal is to make it
easier for them to find the information they need, so they can make the
most of what’s available to them.

Health benefits subsidy
• Apply to receive a waiver or discount 
   on payroll deductions, out-of-pocket 
   expenses and Rx copays

• Application on my.ascension.org

• Deadline Sept. 15, 2017

Now available to both full-time 
and part-time benefit-eligible 
associates

7 8 9
Radiant future

Compassionate 
care for all
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Overview
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Our communityOur photography brings Ascension to life. It connects 
with our audiences and shows our personality. When 
selecting or shooting new photography, be sure to 
follow these guidelines to maintain our visual identity.

Style

The unifying element across our photography is light. 
Through light, we exude our optimism, creative spirit 
and holistic approach.

• Photos should convey a sense of warmth, humanity 
and compassion.

• They use natural light and capture candid, special 
moments of delight.

• They’re always bright, airy and simple, with plenty 
of white space and no complexity or clutter.

Photography style

Personalized care
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The following provides general guidance for shooting 
on-brand images.

Subjects

All subjects should have a positive demeanor. They 
should appear active or in motion that is genuine to 
the real-life situation being captured. 

Compositions

Compositions should have a clear subject matter or 
focal point. To add balance, incorporate the “rule of 
thirds” by placing the main subject off-center. Negative 
space helps the viewer focus on the main subject 
without distractions.

Sunlight

Natural light and a single-lens flare created by sunlight 
unify the brand photography style. It’s recommended to 
adjust the exposure manually and shoot in the evening 
to achieve a good lens flare.

Backgrounds

Backgrounds should naturally fade as a result of the 
lens flare, leaving space for graphics or information 
to be placed directly on the photograph.

Guidance for creating 
on-brand photography

Are your subjects inspiring  
and genuine?

• Optimistic outlooks and positive relationships

• Natural and genuine poses, not looking at the 
camera

Does your composition appear 
balanced?

•  The main subject is off-center, using the 
“rule of thirds”

• Negative space, void of clutter

Is there a single-lens flare? • Daytime sunlight serves as the source of light

•  Avoid multiple circular flares, semicircular halos 
or “ghosts”

Are your backgrounds simple  
and uncluttered?

• Tonally neutral, light backgrounds

• Free space and breathing room

Checklist
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Photography selection can often be a subjective 
process, influenced by personal preference. To 
avoid any debate when selecting or shooting new 
photography, the following list broadly defines 
photography tactics to avoid.

Our brand style is not:

• Overly dark or tonally dramatic

• Desaturated in color

• Trite, posed or forced

• Photo-manipulated

• One that features direct eye contact

• Studio photography

• Layered with  clip-art graphics

• Duotone, sepia tone or black-and-white

Things to avoid

1

3

5

7

2

4

6

8
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Our typography reinforces our 
brand with two typefaces working 
together to make communications feel 
wholehearted and genuine. Consistent 
application of typography across brand 
touchpoints adds visual distinctiveness 
to the Ascension brand. Use these fonts 
for all printed communications.

Primary typefaces

Chronicle
ABCDEFGHIJKLM 
NOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890!”%&?$

Whitney
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890!”%&?$

Whitney

Our primary sans serif 
typeface is Whitney.  
Use Semibold for smaller 
subheads and callouts 
and Book for all body 
copy.

Whitney Condensed

Whitney Condensed use 
is limited to captions, 
fine print or disclaimers 
and tables with width 
limitations. Not to be used 
as body copy.

Chronicle Text G1

Ascension’s primary serif typeface is 
Chronicle Text. Use bold for headlines 
and semibold for smaller subheads and 
callouts. Not to be used as body copy.

Whitney Light

Whitney Light Italic

Whitney Book

Whitney Book Italic

Whitney Medium

Whitney Medium Italic

Whitney Semibold

Whitney Semibold Italic

Whitney Bold

Whitney Bold Italic

Whitney Black

Whitney Condensed Light

Whitney Condensed Light Italic

Whitney Condensed Book

Whitney Condensed Book Italic

Whitney Condensed Medium

Whitney Cond. Medium Italic

Whitney Condensed Semibold

Whitney Cond. Semibold Italic

Whitney Condensed Bold

Whitney Condensed Bold Italic

Whitney Condensed Black

Whitney Cond. Black Italic

Chronicle Roman

Chronicle Italic

Chronicle Semibold

Chronicle Semibold Italic

Chronicle Bold

Chronicle Bold Italic
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When our primary typefaces aren’t 
available, you can use coordinating 
system fonts in their place. Use these 
system fonts only in Microsoft Office 
programs like Word and PowerPoint.

Georgia

This is the replacement for Chronicle 
Text. Use Bold for headlines and Regular 
for subheads.

Calibri

This is the replacement for Whitney.  
Use Bold for smaller subheads and 
callouts and Regular for all body copy.

If Calibri is unavailable, you may use 
Arial as a replacement for the sans serif 
font.

System fonts for Microsoft Office

Georgia

Calibri

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890!”%&?

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890!”%&?
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When our primary typefaces aren’t 
available, you can use coordinating web 
fonts in their place. Use these web fonts 
only in Google applications like Docs, 
Sheets and Slides or in mobile and  
web platforms that do not support 
custom fonts.

Frank Ruhl Libre

This is the replacement for Chronicle 
Text. Use Bold for headlines and Regular 
for subheads.

Roboto

This is the replacement for Whitney.  
Use Bold for smaller subheads and 
callouts and Regular for all body copy.

Web fonts for G Suite  
and digital applications

Frank Ruhl Libre

Roboto

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890!”%&?

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890!”%&?
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It’s important to always establish a clear text hierarchy. 
This helps the reader navigate the information and 
ensures continuity across touchpoints.

General usage guidance

Always use sentence case headlines and subheadlines. 
Sentence case, also known as down style, is more 
approachable, less corporate and more conversational. 
To use sentence case:

• Capitalize first word and proper nouns only

•  Punctuation only when needed for emphasis 
and clarity

Headlines and large subheads

Chronicle Text Bold in Ascension Blue is recommended 
for headlines. If the headline is placed over a color, it 
may be set in black or white to improve legibility.

For large subheads, use Chronicle Text Roman in any 
brand color except gold. They can be set at the same 
size or slightly smaller than the main headline.

Small subhead

Whitney Semibold in any brand color except gold 
is recommended for smaller subheads. It should be 
scaled larger than the body copy.

Body copy

For body copy, use Whitney Book in 100% black 
to ensure legibility. A bolder weight can be used to 
highlight a word or phrase. Avoid using color, italics, 
underscores or other techniques to emphasize text, 
unless required (e.g., italicizing the name of 
a publication).

Typography usage

Chronicle bold 
headline sample 
Large subheads can be any 
brand color, except gold
Small subhead can be any brand color, except gold

Body copy is set in Whitney Book in 100% black. Text can be 
set in Semibold to add extra emphasis to a word or phrase.

Aa
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Typography guidance

Body copy checklist

• Color: 100% black

• Typeface: Whitney book,  
never Chronicle

• Set at optical kerning

• 0 tracking

• Use .1” paragraph spacing instead of 
an additional return

• Text boxes set at “optical margin 
alignment” in the story dialog box

• Single space after sentences

• Text set at 100% horizontal and 
vertical scale

• Text boxes set at roughly 2/3 of page 
with for optimal legibility

• Avoid orphans and widows

• Avoid hyphenation

46

Headline 
34 pt. type 
36 pt. leading

Typestyle proportional recommendations

Typestyle 8.5x11 Broch. 5.5x8.5 Broch. Trifold 6x9 Postcard 8.5x11 Flyer

Cover title 42/44 - 60/62 36/38 - 52/54 34/36 24/30 36/38 - 52/54

Subtitle 20/24 18/22 14/18 14/18 18/22

Inside header 19/22 19/22 19/22 19/22 —

Subhead 12.5/16 12.5/16 12.5/16 12.5/16 18/22

Body copy 11/15 11/15 11/15 11/15 12/16

Legal 6/7 6/7 6/7 6/7 6/7

Chronicle bold 
headline sample 
Small subhead sample type 
Small subhead sample type  

None voluptatur, velitem am alis eum reriorehendi consed que resto 
debit ut unt omnihicid maximpore, conse non poreperum cuptatem 
dusam, consequi archici psaped qui occullore voluptae sita dolupta.

Subhead 
12.5 pt. type 
16 pt. leading

Body 
9 pt. type 
12 pt. leading

This guidance is intended to show general 
recommendations for print collateral. 
Adaptation may be required for a variety of 
layouts and use cases. Always keep in mind 
traditional design principles for all creative.
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Line work

Line work

• Line work should be kept at a minimum

• Lines set uniformly at .5 pt.

• Color set at 50-100% black

• Call outs and quotes: Paragraph rules can be used for 
emphasis 

Chunky short pops of color

Chunky short lines are sometimes used in a layout to bring 
attention to specific content. These pops of color are often 
used to brighten a content-heavy page or coordinate to 
bold color within the spread. 

Short pops of color are styled

• .5” long

• 6 pt. weight

• 100% value of Ascension Medium Blue, Ascension 
Green, Ascension Violet or Ascension Gold.

47All examples shown are for design intent only.

Our brand promise is personal, 
compassionate care for all
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Styling tables

Tables

• Title of table should be set above the table,  
outside the linework

• Header row can be filled with a 20% of black or a brand 
color with headers set in Whitney Medium

• Avoid filling alternate rows or columns with a color

• Whitney Condensed can be used for space constraints

• Cell alignment

• .05” minimum cell padding

• Left column, data labeling, left-aligned

• Numerical data right-aligned; misc. data centered

• Vertical justification: centered 

• Line work

• Lines set uniformly at .5 pt., with the exception of the 
summary line which is set at 2.5 pt. styled “Thin-Thin”

• Color set at 50-100% black

48All examples shown are for design intent only.

Table title example
Header 1 Header 2 Header 3 Header 4 Header 5 Misc. data

Lorum ipsum 111.50 111.50 25.25 24/30 Inside

Ergo 222.65 20.00 20.00 222.65 Green

More stuff 25.25 111.50 222.65 25.25 Healthy

Other data 20.00 222.65 20.00 25.25 Insured

And then 111.00 350.00 111.50 20.00 Non-insured

Summary 2000.90 75.65 82.96 27.98 —
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The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) 
recommends using the W3C WCAG 2.0 Level AA 
guidelines as the baseline for website accessibility.  
Guideline 1.4 Distinguishable: Make it easier for users  
to see and hear content including separating 
foreground from background.

For the typography to meet the 1.4.3 criteria, use 
the colors and size combinations shown below for 
Ascension’s typography.   

• Recommended minimum font size 7.5pt/10px    

•  Color combinations (background color to text color) 
denoted with an “X” should never be used  

•  Color combinations denoted with “LRG” must 
be either a font size of 14pt/18.6px and bold or 
18pt/24px at a minimum

WCAG Guideline: 1.4.3 Contrast (minimum): 
https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG20/#visual-audio-
contrast-contrast

Point-to-Pixel Converter: https://goo.gl/bmhTTd

Web accessibility compliance

 Background color

Ascension 
Blue

1B4297

Ascension 
Medium Blue 

1E69D2

Ascension 
Gold

FFB400

Ascension 
Green

00A791

Ascension 
Violet

B40F87
White
FFFFFF

Black
000000

Text 
color 

& size

Ascension 
Blue

1B4297
X X OK LRG X OK X

Ascension 
Medium 

Blue 
1E69D2

X X X X X OK X

Ascension 
Gold

FFB400
OK X X X LRG X OK

Ascension 
Green

00A791
LRG X X X X LRG OK

Ascension 
Violet

B40F87
X X LRG X X OK LRG

White
FFFFFF OK OK X LRG OK X OK

Black
000000 X LRG OK OK LRG OK X

https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG20/#visual-audio-contrast-contrast
https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG20/#visual-audio-contrast-contrast
https://goo.gl/bmhTTd


Internal program marks
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Internal programs and/or events are Ascension 
masterbrand initiatives that do not have a customer-  
or patient-facing presence. These programs or 
events often are led by associate groups who develop 
communications for company-wide distribution.

New marks require approval through  
brand@ascension.org.

Text treatment

The visual treatment for internal programs is  
limited to a text treatment (see right example).  
The program name, which may have descriptive  
text that lives alongside of it, should be typeset  
in the Whitney brand font. 

Type treatment should consist of:

• Two colors from the Ascension palette 
(one must be Ascension Blue, in addition 
to either violet or green)

• Initial capitalization (with the exception of acronyms)

• A maximum of two different typographic weights 
(e.g., Whitney Bold and Whitney Book)

• Left-alignment of text (text may be stacked 
and/or vary in scale)

Creating internal 
program marks

Whitney   + 

Whitney Light 
Whitney Book
Whitney Semibold
Whitney Bold

=

Whitney   + 

Whitney Light 
Whitney Book
Whitney Semibold
Whitney Bold

=
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Always use the Ascension logo in brand 
communications related to internal programs or events. 
However, allow enough separation to be two separate 
elements. Do not create an Ascension logo lock-up with 
program marks.

Positioning

Position the Ascension logo in the top- or bottom-left 
corner of brand communications. Always position the 
program mark and the Ascension logo independently 
of one another. Be sure to left-align them whenever 
possible.

Please note: Never lock up the Ascension logo to the 
program mark or text treatment.

Sizing

As a general rule, the program or event text treatment 
should never be sized larger than the overall footprint 
of the Ascension logo. Depending on the program 
name and descriptor length, sizing will vary.

Positioning and sizing

Stewards of 
Change

Environmental 
Stewardship Program OneChart

OneChart

Clinical Leadership 
Community

Morbi volutpat vehicula blandit. Donec orci Morbi erat 

Morbi volutpat vehicula blandit. Donec orci 
morbi elementum at leo ut maximus. Sed at 
accumsan lorem.  

volutpat vehicula blandit. Donec orci tellus, facilisis eg 
lectus vitae, vestibulum ultrices nibh. Suspendisse et nulla 
sed nunc tristique blandit a ut ligula. Maecenas ac lorem 
vehicula urna, sit amet imperdiet dolor. Integer erat lectus, 
finibus a velit ac, mattis imperdiet eros. Praesent a justo 
elit. Ut varius nibh eget nisi rhoncus viverra. Sed nunc felis, 
interdum sed aliquet nec, tincidunt in risus. Pellentesque 
interdum suscipit arcu, nec sollicitudin lacus aliquam eget. 
Vivamus sit amet malesuada nulla.

Proin elementum fermentum arcu ut porttitor. Nam 
elementum at leo ut maximus. Sed at accumsan velit. Erat  
Pellentesque interdum felis nec mauris finibus fermentum 
luctus eu erat. Nulla consequat nibh maximus quam 
cursus, a interdum nunc fringilla. Mauris sem felis nisl, 
euismod non euismod ac, gravida et massa. Nunc sapien 
arcu, scelerisque at congue et, laoreet at felis. Proin sit 
amet nibh volutpat sem tempor malesuada. Praesent 
hendrerit luctus condimentum. Vivamus egestas nibh 
magna imperdiet, sit amet rhoncus mauris auctor. Eget
laoreet finibus elit, a luctus risus ullamcorper ac. tellus, 
facilisis eget lectus vitae, vestibulum ultrices nibh sem. 
Suspendisse et nulla sed nunc tristique blandit a ut ligula. 
Maecenas ac vehicula urna, sit gravida imperdiet dolor. 
Integer erat lectus, finibus a velit ac, mattis imperdiet eros. 
Praesent a justo elit. Ut varius nibh eget nisi rhoncus dolor 
viverra. Sed nunc felis, interdum sed aliquet nec, tincidunt 
in risus. Pellentesque interdum suscipit arcu, nec 

Proin elementum fermentum arcu ut porttitor. Nam lorem
elementum at leo ut maximus. Sed at accumsan lorem 
ipsum velit. Pellentesque interdum felis nec mauris finibus 
fermentum luctus eu erat. Nulla consequat nibh maximus 
quam cursus, a interdum nunc fringilla. Mauris sem nisl, 
euismod non euismod ac, gravida et massa. Nunc sapien 
arcu, scelerisque at congue et, laoreet at felis. Proin sit 
amet nibh volutpat sem tempor malesuada. Praesent il
hendrerit luctus condimentum. Vivamus egestas nibh 
magna imperdiet, sit amet rhoncus mauris auctor. Proin
laoreet finibus elit, a luctus risus ullamcorper ac. 

Proin elementum fermentum arcu ut porttitor. Nam est
elementum at leo ut maximus. Sed at accumsan lorem 
ipsum velit. Pellentesque interdum felis nec mauris finibus 
fermentum luctus eu erat. Nulla consequat nibh maximus 
quam cursus, a interdum nunc fringilla. Mauris sem nisl, 
euismod non euismod ac, gravida et massa. Nunc sapien 
arcu, scelerisque at congue et, laoreet at felis. Proin sit 
amet nibh volutpat sem tempor malesuada. Praesent il 
hendrerit luctus condimentum. Vivamus egestas nibh 
magna imperdiet, sit amet rhoncus mauris auctor. Ut 
laoreet finibus elit, a luctus risus ullamcorper lorem il ac. 

Extrordinary 
care

Environmental

Stewardship Program
45% more 
lorem dolor
ipsum erat
nurses.

38% more 
doctors and 
nurses.

Stewards of 
Change Clinical Leadership 

Community

Ascension logo is left-aligned to the 
program mark, which is positioned in  
the top corner.

Ascension logo is left-aligned to the 
program mark, which is centered.

Ascension logo is left-aligned to the 
program mark, which is positioned in  
the top corner.

Positioning examples
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Branding for programs or events should leverage 
the visual identity elements of the Ascension brand. 
There is an opportunity to unify communications 
from a program through choice of imagery, 
iconography, arch graphic use and color.

Application examples

myAscension
Benefits

Health benefits subsidy
• Apply to receive a waiver or discount 
   on payroll deductions, out-of-pocket 
   expenses and Rx copays

• Application on my.ascension.org

• Deadline Sept. 15, 2017

Now available to both full-time 
and part-time benefit-eligible 
associates
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Avoid these misuses when creating program marks:

1. Don’t use unapproved fonts. 

 2. Don’t use associated tints as color.

3. Don’t create a lockup to the Ascension logo.

4. Don’t use the Ascension Gold color.

5. Don’t center the program name or descriptor.

6. Don’t create a lockup to the trinity symbol.

Things to avoid

Leadership Development 
Formation Retreat 

Leadership Development 
Formation Retreat 

Stewards of 
Change Clinical Leadership 

Community

Stewards of 
Change

Stewards of Change 
Clinical Leadership Community 

Clinical Leadership Community 

Leadership Development 
Formation Retreat 

1 2 3

4 5 6
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Things to avoid, continued

7. Don’t use the Chronicle brand font. 

8. Don’t use brand icons with program marks.

 9. Don’t create unique typographic logos for programs.

10. Don’t use all caps.

11. Don’t create holding shapes for program marks.

12. Don’t use more than two typographic weights.

ENVIRONMENTAL

STEWARDSHIP PROGRAM
Environmental
Stewardship Program

Environmental 
Stewardship Program

OneChart OneChart OneChart

7 8 9

10 11 12
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Stationery

Business card

• Name should be title case, not all caps

• Name set in Chronicle, semibold, 10 pt.

• Legal employer set in Whitney Semibold, 8 pt.

• Title, address, phone, email and URL set in  
Whitney Book, 8 pt.

• URLs set in lower case

• Phone numbers separated by dashes, not dots

Address styling

• Abbreviate the following when used with numerical 
street address: Ave., Blvd., St.; spell out all other 
street designations with or without numerical street 
address: Drive, Road, Lane, Place, etc

• Abbreviate directional language  
(i.e. 1234 N. Main St.)

• Use two-letter state abbreviations in all caps

• Use one space between state and zip code unless 
bulk mailing rules specify 2 spaces

57All examples shown are for design intent only.
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Inside spread with illustration
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Inside spread with data visualization
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PAID

Pre-Sorted
Non Profit Mail

US Postage

Ascension
Ascension Providence
29000 Dequindre
Warren, MI 48092

1.888.751.5465

1. St. John Hospital & Medical Center 
22101 Moross Rd., Detroit 
Sue Kosinski, 313.343.4000

2. St. John River District Hospital 
4100 S. River Rd., East China Twp. 
Diana Morrison, 810.329.7111

3. St. John Macomb-Oakland Hospital, 
Madison Heights Campus 
27351 Dequindre, Madison Heights 
Erin O’Mara, 248.967.7000

4. St. John Macomb-Oakland Hospital, War-
ren Campus 
11800 E. Twelve Mile Rd., Warren 
Erin O’Mara, 586.573.5000

5. Providence-Providence Park Hospital, 
Southfield Campus 
16001 W. Nine Mile Rd., Southfield 
Kathy Zaguroli, 248.849.3000

6. Providence-Providence Park Hospital, Novi 
Campus 
47601 Grand River, Novi 
Kathy Zaguroli, 248.465.4100

7. St. John Providence Southfield 
Wellness Center 
15990 W. 9 Mile Road 
Southfield, MI 48075 
Carole Reinhardt, 248.849.5724

8. St. John Riverview Senior Wellness Center 
7733 East Jefferson 
Detroit, MI 48214 
Louise Rydzewski, 313.499.4035

Reverence Home Health & Hospice 
37650 Garfield 
Clinton Township, MI 48036 
1.888.246.6322

St. John Providence Behavioral Health 
Services Brighton Center for Recovery 
Eastwood Clinics 
1.800.626.3896

To unsubscribe to this newsletter, please call or send an email to CareLink@stjohnprovidence.org with your name, phone number and birth date.

St. John 
Providence 
Hospitals and 
CareLink Key 
Contacts
“55 or better?” Join CareLink,  
call 1.888.751.5465
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SOUTHFIELD WELLNESS CENTER 15990 W. 9 MILE ROAD, SOUTHFIELD

STERLING HEIGHTS SENIOR CENTER 40200 UTICA ROAD, STERLING HEIGHTS

ST. JOHN HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER AT THE VAN ELSLANDER CANCER CENTER

ST. JOHN MACOMB-OAKLAND HOSPITAL, MADISON HEIGHTS 
(11 MILE AND DEQUINDRE ROADS) MEDICAL EDUCATION BUILDING

NOVI PUBLIC LIBRARY, 45255 WEST 10 MILE RD., NOVI WEST MEETING ROOM

ST. JOHN HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER AT THE VAN ELSLANDER CANCER CENTER

MARVIN BLANK SENIOR CENTER, 51210 ALMA DR. 
MACOMB TOWNSHIP

ST. JOHN MACOMB-OAKLAND HOSPITAL, WARREN MEDICAL EDUCATION 
BUILDING CLASSROOM

SOUTHFIELD WELLNESS CENTER, 15990 W. 9 MILE ROAD, SOUTHFIELD

Learn how to manage the pain, reduce associated 
risks, protect your joints and possibly slow the 
progression of arthritis.
To double check if any lectures, exercise classes or series classes are going on 
during bad weather days, please call SJP Health Connect at 1-866-501-3627.

Pre-registration 
recommended

Pre-registration 
recommended

Atrial Fibrillation is one of the many common heart 
conditions that can lead to stroke. Learn what you can do 
to decrease your risk. Learn updates and new treatments 
from the 2016 International Stroke Conference.

Atrial Fibrillation is one of the many common heart 
conditions that can lead to stroke. Learn what you can do 
to decrease your risk. Learn updates and new treatments 
from the 2016 International Stroke Conference.

February is Heart Month. Take charge of your heart health 
by learning about risk factors within your control including 
high blood pressure, cholesterol and preventative measures. 
Recognize early symptoms and seek assistance before a 
heart attack occurs.

Learn about the symptoms of SAD, how to recognize  
them, and how your doctor can work with you to make 
you feel better.

When the heart doesn’t beat properly, it can’t pump 
blood effectively. Left untreated, it can lead to serious 
complications. Join us to learn Heart Arrhythmia 
symptoms, risks and treatment options available.

The #1 cause of death in America is coronary heart disease, 
so don’t be a statistic. Take charge of your heart health by 
learning about the risk factors within your control, heart 
healthy guidelines and when to seek intervention. Free blood 
pressure screening following lecture.

Many of us take the time to carefully maintain our cars and 
homes, but what about our minds? Learn ways to nurture 
yourself and reduce stress with daily habits that can 
enhance our outlook and quality of life.

Heart disease is the biggest killer of women 55 or older.  
A woman may experience heart problems more subtly 
than men and often symptoms are overlooked until it’s too 
late. Learn more about symptoms unique to women and 
what you can do to reduce your risk factors for developing 
heart disease.

Presenter: Victor Nwosu, DP

Presenter: Rose Stano, PA-C, Physician Assistant 
Neurosurgery, SJH&MC

Presenter: Deborah Wagenaar, Director, Geriatric 
Psychiatry Fellowship, MSU

Presenter:TBD

Presenter:TBD

Noon— 
1 PM

11 a.m.—Noon

11:45 a.m. Lunch; Noon – 1 p.m. Lecture

10:30—11:30 A.M

10—11 A.M

February

January

Presenter: TBD

10 – 11 a.m.

Sam Dabaja, RN, RF, Project Coordinator, 
Cardiac Services, SJH&M

10 – 11 a.m.

Presenter:TBD

Presenter: Denise Sinkovich, RN

10:00 – 11:00 A.M.

1:00 –2:00 P.M.

St. John Macomb-Oakland 
Hospital (SJMOH)
Sue Kosinski

Hospital Updates

An abnormal heart rhythm, also known as an 
arrhythmia or an irregular heartbeat, is any 
change from the normal sequences of the heart’s 
electrical impulses. The electrical impulses 
may cause the heart to beat too fast, too slowly 
or erratically. When the heart doesn’t beat 
properly, it can’t pump blood effectively, which 
can lead to damage in the lungs, brain and all 
other organs.

There Are Many Types of 
Arrhythmias:
• atrial fibrillation = upper heart chambers 

contract irregularly. Atrial fibrillation (also 
called AF or AFib) is one of the most common 
heart arrhythmias. 

• bradycardia = slow heart rate, less than 60 
beats per minute in adults

• conduction disorders =  
heart does not beat normally

• premature contraction = early heartbeat

• tachycardia = very fast heart rate, more than 
100 beats per minute in adults

• ventricular fibrillation = disorganized 
contraction of the lower chambers of the heart

Some arrhythmias are so brief (for example, a 
temporary pause or premature beat) that the 
overall heart rate or rhythm isn’t greatly affected. 
But if arrhythmias last longer, they may cause 
the heart rate to be too slow or too fast or the 
heart rhythm to be erratic – so the heart pumps 
less effectively.

The symptoms of arrhythmia can be the 
sensation of an abnormal heartbeat, whether 
slow (bradycardia) or fast (tachycardia); chest 
pain; dizziness, fainting or lightheadedness; 
shortness of breath; and oftentimes, there are 
no symptoms at all. Because arrhythmias often 
present no noticeable symptoms, it’s important 
to get tested, especially if you have any common 
risk factors like smoking, low exercise, a high fat 
diet or high stress levels.

Turn the Beat Around – Heart Arrhythmia

St. John Macomb-Oakland 
Hospital (SJMOH)
Sue Kosinski

Tai chi, pronounced “tie chee,” is a mind-body 
practice that originated in China as a martial 
art. A person doing tai chi moves his body 
slowly and gently, while breathing deeply and 
meditating (tai chi is sometimes called “moving 
meditation”). Meditative exercises can affect 
the brain’s structure and function. Studies have 
shown that tai chi leads to greater improvements 
in cognitive function, including attention, 
concentration and mental tracking.

A study based on a tai chi program run by the 
Arthritis Foundation showed that participants 
in the 8-week course improved their ability to 
balance, and reported less pain, fatigue and 
stiffness. It has also been shown to aid people 

with chronic low back pain. Tai chi is good for 
older adults because it does not involve impact 
on the joints and may help prevent the falls that 
lead to fractures.

Brain plasticity is a term which is used to refer 
the brain’s unique ability to constantly change, 
grow and remap itself over the course of a 
lifetime. Thanks to the brain’s plasticity, we 
may be able to improve cognitive function and 
offset age-related decline through exercise, 
stress reduction, learning new tasks, staying 
socially active and learning how to focus better. 
Fortunately tai chi classes can provide the 
opportunity to experience this.

Benefits of Tai Chi

CareLink offers Tai Chi classes at various 
locations. See page 7 for details.

Join us February 9 to learn more.

CareLink
Your Link to Healthy Living
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Eating a healthy diet
Choosing healthful meal and snack options 
can help you avoid heart disease and its 
complications. Be sure to eat plenty of fresh 
fruits and vegetables and fewer processed 
foods. Eating foods low in saturated fats, trans 
fat,cholesterol and high in fiber can help prevent 
high cholesterol. Limiting salt (sodium) in your 
diet also can lower your blood pressure. Limiting 
sugar in your diet can lower your blood sugar 
level to prevent or help control diabetes.

Maintaining a  healthy weight
Being overweight or obese increases your risk for 
heart disease. To determine if your weight is in a 
healthy range, doctors often calculate your BMI 
(Body Mass Index). Doctors sometimes also use 
waist and hip measurements to calculate excess 
body fat.

Getting enough physical activity
Physical activity can help you maintain a 
healthy weight and lower your blood pressure, 
cholesterol and sugar levels. For adults, the 
Surgeon General recommends 2 hours and 30 
minutes of moderateintensity exercise, like brisk 
walking or bicycling every week.

 
heart disease

Not smpoking or using other forms
of tobbacco

 

Cigarette smoking greatly increases your risk for 
heart disease. If you don’t smoke, don’t start. If 
you do smoke, quitting will lower your risk for 
heart disease. Your doctor can suggest ways to 
help you quit.

Limiting Alcohol Use 
Avoid drinking too much alcohol, which can raise 
your blood pressure. Men should have no more 
than 2 drinks per day and women only one.

Taking your medicine
If you take medication to treat high cholesterol, 
high blood pressure or diabetes, follow your 
doctor’s instructions carefully. Always ask 
questions if you don’t understand something. 
Never stop taking your medication without 
talking to your doctor, nurse or pharmacist.

Talk to your doctor
 You and your health care team can work 
together to prevent or treat the medical 
conditions that lead to heart disease. Discuss 
your treatment plan regularly, and bring a list of 
questions to your appointments.

By living a healthy lifestyle, you can help keep your blood pressure, cholesterol 
and sugar normal and lower your risk for heart disease and heart attack. A healthy 
lifestyle includes the following:

Inside this
issue

Preventing 
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Apparel

The Ascension logo utilizes bright, vivid colors to 
represent growth, health and compassion. Careful 
judgement must be used to guarantee legibility and 
avoid garish color combinations.

Guidelines

• White background is preferred. 

• Choose complementary colors if placing the logo on 
a colored garment. 

• Use enough contrast for legibility.

• Don’t place logo over patterned fabric.

• The logo should always appear in the approved 
colors. In one-color applications, the logo should only 
be displayed in Ascension Blue or white. 

• Names may appear on chest opposite logo. Limit 28 
characters and two-lines, using Whitney brand font. 
For space, first names may need to be abbreviated 
with an initial and credentials dropped.

Thread colors for embroidery

Isacord library colors
Ascension Blue 480 Dark Royal
Ascension Green 395 Emerald
Ascension Violet 592 Magenta

Madeira® POLYNEON colors
Ascension Blue 1843
Ascension Green 1868
Ascension Violet 1710 
Ascension Medium Blue 1829 
Ascension Gold 1825

61All examples shown are for design intent only.

Preferred vendor

To achieve consistency in the application of the brand, we have established a 
preferred vendor relationship with Staples. 
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Promotional items
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Banner
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Signage
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Environmental branding

Entry mats

In commercial settings it is common to use logos on 
entry mats. However, we do not want people to wipe 
their feet on our logo’s our trinity symbol with the 
embedded ‘A’ which represents the trinity. Rather, we 
can use the ministry name in text in conjunction with a 
welcoming message also set in text. 

Listening 
to you,
caring 
for you.TM

The Family
Birth Place
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Fleet

Emergency vehicles 

Nonemergency vehicles

Clinical Sta�
Transport

Lab Courier

AMBULANCE
905



Appendix
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Similar to the Unified Brand logo, the Care Brand 
Centers logos reflect the overarching Ascension 
identity and purpose. To ensure unity across the 
brand, all Care Brand Centers must maintain the 
following specifications. A template has been 
developed to assist in creating these lockups. Please 
consult with the communications department for 
access to the logo template.

•  The logo template is set up to add up to two lines 
of text for a Care Brand Center. You can have a 
maximum of 19 characters on line one of the Care 
Brand Center name. Only hospitals will use the 
third line of text. 

•  The center’s name uses the same font as the 
Ascension wordmark: Chronicle Deck Semibold.

• The text is always left-aligned, Blue, title case, etc.

•  The point size, leading and tracking should be 
adjusted when needed, and at the discretion of the 
designer.

•  When scaling the logo, group and scale the copy 
proportionately.

•  Always outline the artwork before distributing the 
logo. Do not deliver with live text.

•  Follow clear space and minimum size specifications 
for the Ascension logo on pages 19–20.

Creating logos for 
Care Brand Centers

Ascension Logo Template Vertical
CMYK

50% cap-height of “A” in Ascension

50% cap-height of “A” in Ascension

Care Brand Center name (live type) line one
(maximum of 19 characters on line one)

Care Brand Center name (live type) line two
(typically hospital only)

Left alignment to logo

Logo art (do not edit)

Instructions

 Step 1. Select the “LIVE TYPE” layer. Replace copy with the Care Brand Center name. Type is set in title case using Chronicle Deck Bold with +5 tracking.
 Step 2. Outline new type. Left-align to the “A” in the Ascension logo. Using the cyan guides, adjust the spacing to be 50% the height of “A” below the line above.
 Step 3. Select “Ascension” and new outlined type, and make a single “Compound Path” (Command 8).
 Step 4. Select compound path and emblem, then group together (Command G). Delete “INSTRUCTIONS” and “LIVE TYPE” layers, and save as a new Adobe Illustrator
  file with Care Brand Center name descriptor.

 For creating black or white versions of the logo, “Select all,” choose the appropriate color swatch from the “Swatches” palette and make a single “Compound Path”
 (Command 8). Save a new Adobe Illustrator file. For white versions, remember to activate the “Show Transparency Grid” (Shift/Command/D) before you save.

 Note: For clear space and minimum size requirements, please refer to the Logo section in the Ascension Guidelines.

St. Mary’s
Hospital

Vertical logo
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Logo templates have also been created for two 
alternate versions of the logo. As with the vertical logo 
on page 63, these lockups should never be created 
outside of the template.

Two-line horizontal version

The two-line horizontal lockup is an alternate version of 
the logo, intended for signage. It is meant to be used to 
maximize legibility from distances when signage space 
is at a premium. These instances include:

• Monument signage and websites

•  Facade exteriors, forms and special-use stationery 
where space is limited

One-line horizontal version

The one-line horizontal lockup is an alternate version 
of the logo, intended for signage and promotional 
materials. It is meant to be used for extreme horizontal 
spaces to maximize legibility. These instances include:

• Facade exteriors

• Pens or pencils

Alternate versions

Two-line horizontal logo

One-line horizontal logo
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Example icon

asce_icons_cmyk.ai
asce_icons_rgb.ai

Usage guidelines

The preferred use of our icons is in brand  
colors on a white background.

However, white icons can be used to improve 
legibility and contrast on color backgrounds,  
or when color reproduction is not an option.

If the tinted icon is sized smaller than the 
minimum size, use the solid version of the icons.

Base file nomenclature Things to avoid

Ascension icon asset overview

White
CMYK: 0/0/0/0
RGB: 255/255/255

Colors

Ascension Medium Blue
CMYK: 90/48/0/0
RGB: 30/105/210

Ascension Green
CMYK: 90/0/52/0
RGB: 0/167/145

Ascension Violet
CMYK: 42/100/0/0
RGB: 180/15/135

Ascension Gold
CMYK: 0/31/100/0
RGB: 255/180/0

asce_icon_cmyk_blu_tint_map.ai

Identifier

Asset 
type
icon

Color space
four-color 
process
for print

RGB for 
digital
display and 
web

cmyk

rgb

File format
Adobe Illustrator
for CMYK and 
RGB

Color 
version
blue
green
violet
gold

blu
grn
vlt
gld

Icon 
version
tinted icon
solid icon

tint
solid

Icon design
Short 
description 
of icon design

See the Ascension Iconography Guidelines for more information on how to create and use our brand iconography.

Clear space

The clear space surrounding our icons 
measures 25% of the height of the icon.

0.25X

X

0.25X

0.25X 0.25X

Minimum size for tinted iconsUsing multiple icons

Minimum size for solid icons

Minimum output size is 40%  
of the design for all applications.
Or
0.7” wide X 0.833” tall in print
50 pixels wide X 60 pixels tall on screen

Minimum output size is 20%  
of the design for all applications.
Or
0.35” wide X 0.415” tall in print
25 pixels wide X 30 pixels tall on screen

Note: Minimum sizes are not shown to scale.

When using more than one 
icon in a document, ensure 
each icon is scaled to match 
line weights, not actual height 
or width. To do this, check and 
match scale percentage in 
InDesign. 

1 2 3
The preferred use of our icons 

is in brand colors on a white 

background.

However, white icons can be used 

to improve legibility and contrast on 

color backgrounds, or when color 

reproduction is not an option.

If the tinted icon is sized smaller 

than the minimum size, use the solid 

version of the icons.

Ascension News

Text 
goes 
here

Text 
goes 
here

Text 
goes 
here

Text 
goes 
here

1. Icons in black

  2. Reversing icons out of 
black 

3. Using multiple colors 
of icons in the same 
document



Illustration overview

When a concept cannot be adequately communicated 
using iconography or photography, illustrations can 
be used.   Ascension’s illustration style is warm and 
welcoming with simple, spacious shapes and minimal 
detail to quickly communicate content and promote 
cleanliness.   

In layout   and video

• Layouts should be all illustration or all photography.

• Animation and live action video are not  
used together.

People

Relatable people are always the focal point. 

• Realistic proportions, round-featured characters

• Represent diversity of age, race, gender and lifestyle 

• Details vary due to scale: just a face will have more 
detail than the face of a character within a scene.

• Monochromatic backgrounds push  full-colored 
characters to the foreground

Sources

• Custom illustration

• Stock illustration
iStock: OnyXprg, Gmast3r, macrovector and  
Irina_Strelnikova are some examples

• Brand Central

71Ascension Brand Guidelines — December 2019

Color

Brand colors and all tints; not limited to the 80% and 60% tints

Ascension Medium Blue

CMYK: 1/36/52/0
RGB: 249/177/127

Ascension Green

CMYK: 30/69/86/22
RGB: 151/86/51

Ascension Violet

CMYK: 7/28/70/0
RGB: 235/185/101

Ascension Gold

CMYK: 32/48/74/10
RGB: 165/126/82

Shades of gray: no black

Various skin tones

Things to avoid

1. Photorealism

  2. Cartoonish 
characters 
with altered 
proportions 

3. Line drawings   
that appear to 
mimic Ascension’s 
iconography style 

1

2

3
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If you have any questions regarding anything in this document, we encourage you 
to contact brand@ascension.org.

Contact

mailto:brand%40ascension.org?subject=


515025
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